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I. INTRODUCTION
This Project Study Report Equivalent (PSRE) proposes to analyze the
reconstruction and widening of The Old Road from approximately 700 feet north
of Magic Mountain Parkway matching proposed improvements to the intersection
of The Old Road and Magic Mountain Parkway to approximately 1150 feet north
of State Route 126 at Turnberry Lane including: intersection enhancements at
The Old Road and Skyview Lane, the demolition and widening of The Old Road
Bridge over the Santa Clara River, installation of associated bank protection for
the bridge, removal of existing Armor-Flex blanket in the Santa Clara River,
reconstruction of an existing box culvert outlet, the demolition and widening of a
smaller bridge on The Old Road over the proposed County of Los Angeles Multipurpose Regional River Trail (formerly the Pacific Rail Bridge), installation of a
segment of the County of Los Angeles Multipurpose Regional River Trail to join
with the City of Santa Clarita Bikeway and Pedestrian Trail, widen Rye Canyon
Road from The Old Road to Avenue Stanford including associated intersection
improvements at The Old Road and Rye Canyon Road, intersection
enhancements at the proposed Old Road/Interstate 5 hook ramps, installation of
bank protection in the Santa Clara River to protect The Old Road just north of the
Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County's (LACSD) Valencia Water
Reclamation Plant, extension of an existing drainage culvert, realignment of the
intersection of The Old Road and Henry Mayo Drive and the addition of bike
lanes, sidewalks, widened shoulders and raised medians along segments of the
project. The total length of the project is approximately 10,600 linear feet or
roughly two miles plus an additional half mile of County of Los Angeles Multipurpose Regional River Trail.
II. NEED AND PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT
The purpose of the project is to: 1) bring The Old Road into conformity with the
Los Angeles County Preliminary Draft Santa Clarita Valley Area Plan 2) enhance
safety and capacity 3) increase the design speed from less than 40 mph to a
minimum of 55 mph with a maximum design speed of 65 mph where possible 4)
meet estimated traffic demands for the year 2030 by widening the roadway from
4 lanes to 6 lanes and realigning it both vertically and horizontally 5) improve the
intersection of Rye Canyon and The Old Road which currently operates at Level
of Service (LOS) "F".
It is important to note that the replacement of The Old Road Bridge over the
Santa Clara River is necessary for the following reasons: A) The bridge does not
meet current County of Los Angeles flood standards as it is overtopped by a
Capital flood event, B) The bridge does not meet County of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works (LACDPW) design speed standards (current design
speed is estimated at 39 mph), C) There is scour damage to the bridge piers,
and D) it does not meet current bridge seismic criteria, The County of Los
Angeles has applied for Highway Bridge Program (HBP) funds for the
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replacement of the bridge as well as to replace the smaller bridge over the
proposed County of Los Angeles Multi-purpose Regional River Trail (formerly the
Pacific Rail Bridge).
Existing developments adjacent to and west of The Old Road include: Six Flags
Magic Mountain Theme Park, LACSD Valencia Water Reclamation Plant (WRP),
and agricultural fields. Existing developments adjacent to and east of The Old
Road include: The Hilton Hotel, a shopping center, restaurants, a car wash, gas
stations, California Highway Patrol (CHP) station and a California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) maintenance facility.
The Santa Clarita Valley is experiencing significant growth in terms of population.
The region's largest employment centers are located in the west and north of the
region adjacent to Interstate 5 and State Route 126. The Old Road is a
significant link in the chain of transportation connectivity. Running parallel to
Interstate 5, The Old Road offers the only alternate route in the event of an
emergency on Interstate 5. The Old Road also plays an important roll for daily
commuter traffic and local commerce.
Proposed improvements would significantly increase regional capacity on this
direct north-south commuter route. The project would also reduce forecasted
congestion on Interstate 5 and accommodate projected traffic growth in the area.
Development plans for this area indicate that traffic growth will continue into the
foreseeable future, resulting in an overall increase in intra-regional, inter-regional,
and commuter traffic. Current traffic demand in the project area meets or
exceeds roadway capacity for many of the arterial roadways, with significant
increases in traffic demand anticipated over the next few years based on
projected area growth. As such, the widening of The Old Road to six lanes is
critical to passage of traffic and emergency vehicles in this area.
The existing Average Daily Trips (ADT) on The Old Road between Magic
Mountain Parkway and Turnberry Lane is 33,000 and is forecasted to increase to
54,000 by the year 2030. This represents an increase of 61% over the next 23
years. With the implementation of this project we can achieve a minimum LOS C
for the year 2030. Without the project, The Old Road will deteriorate to LOS F.
Capacity enhancements on The Old Road are needed to accommodate the
forecasted growth in corridor traffic and alleviate congestion on the Interstate 5
mainline.
The proposed Class II bike lanes along this segment of The Old Road will extend
the existing network of bike lanes in the Santa Clarita Valley, providing a safe
option to vehicular transportation, thereby reducing vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
and greenhouse gas emissions. The addition of a half-mile segment of the
County of Los Angeles Multi-purpose Regional River Trail will connect to the
existing City of Santa Clarita Bikeway and Pedestrian Trail and the proposed bike
lanes on The Old Road, providing connectivity for bicyclists and pedestrians,
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Reconstruction of this segment of The Old Road poses some minor design
challenges. The primary design constraints to building the project include:
Clearance over the Santa Clara River, and fixed points at the Interstate 5
underpass at Rye Canyon Road as well as at several driveways along The Old
Road. The topography of The Old Road in relationship to adjacent uses and the
Santa Clara River play a significant role in the design of the project.
III. BACKGROUND AND PROJECT HISTORY
The physical location of the Santa Clarita Valley subjects its intersection and
roadway system to a substantial amount of regional cross traffic. Various existing
land uses, major activity locations, trip generators, and industrial goods
movement within and through the area also add to high volumes of traffic on the
regional roadway network.
The Old Road is designated in the Los Angeles County Preliminary Draft Santa
Clarita Valley Area Plan as a 6-lane major highway. However, the section in
question is only improved to 4-lanes. The Old Road is fully improved to 6-lanes
from Stevenson Ranch Parkway approximately 2 miles south of the project to the
southern terminus of the project. This project would add 2 more miles of widening
and improvements along The Old Road and would complete the most heavily
traveled remaining section of The Old Road.
IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF THE ALTERNATIVES
Five alternatives as well as a "No-Build" alternative were considered for this
project
1. No-Build - This alternative is unsatisfactory for the following reasons:
• The Santa Clara River Bridge is overtopped by a 100 year storm.
• A concrete Armor-Flex blanket was installed in The Santa Clara River
to protect a now abandoned LACSD sewer line. The County is required
per the US Department of Fish and Game to remove the Armor-Flex
for ecological reasons. LACDPW has agreed to remove the Armor-Flex
but can not do so without addressing The Old Road Bridge because
the Armor-Flex flex acts as a grade control structure which reduces the
velocity of river current and therefore reduces scour which has caused
damage to the bridge piers. Removal of the Armor-Flex without
addressing the bridge would likely compromise the structural integrity
of the bridge foundation.
• The Santa Clara River Bridge does not meet current seismic design
criteria.
• The current roadway does not meet the objectives of the 2008
Preliminary Draft Santa Clarita Valley Area Plan for a 6-lane Major
Highway,
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The existing facility does not meet 65 MPH design speed requisite.
This alternative does not satisfy current or projected traffic demands.

Cost Estimate: There are no direct costs associated with this alternative
however the socioeconomic and safety costs of doing nothing are
immeasurable.
2. Preferred Alternative - 6-lane major highway with 55-65 mph design speed
and Class II and Class III bike lanes. This alternative includes the
following:
• The reconstruction and widening of The Old Road from approximately
700 feet north of Magic Mountain Parkway matching proposed
improvements to the intersection of The Old Road and Magic Mountain
Parkway, to approximately 1150 feet north of State Route 126 at the
Turnberry Lane intersection.
• Intersection enhancements at The Old Road and Skyview Lane
• The demolition, replacement, and widening of The Old Road Bridge
over the Santa Clara River
• Installation of associated bank protection for the bridge
• Removal of existing Armor-Flex blanket in the river.
• The demolition, replacement, and widening of a smaller bridge over the
proposed County of Los Angeles Multi-purpose Regional River Trail
(formerly the Pacific Rail Bridge)
• Intersection enhancements at the intersection of The Old Road and
Rye Canyon Road
• Intersection enhancements at the proposed Old Road/Interstate 5 hook
ramps (proposed Interstate 5 hook ramps are not a part of this project)
• Installation of bank protection in the Santa Clara River to protect The
Old Road north of LACSD's Valencia WRP
• Extension of an existing drainage culvert
• Realignment of the intersection of The Old Road and Henry Mayo
Drive
• The addition of bike lanes, sidewalks, widened shoulders and raised
medians along segments of the project
• Installation of a segment of the County of Los Angeles Multi-purpose
Regional River Trail
Cost Estimate: Total project costs $65,220,000
3, Close the Santa Clara River Bridge and this segment of The Old Road Traffic would need to be routed elsewhere (either existing locations or
proposed locations). This alternative would likely require a new roadway
and bridge across the Santa Clara River in order to satisfy existing and
future traffic demands. Environmental impacts would likely be far greater
than the preferred alternative.
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Cost Estimate: Indeterminable amount.
4. Improved 4-lane instead of 6 lane roadway - This is similar to the preferred
project but will not meet projected traffic demands nor satisfy the County
General Plan. Overflow traffic would need to be re-routed to Interstate 5
and other local roads.
Cost Estimate: $58,070,000
5. 6-lane Major Highway with separated Class I bike route - Would require
additional width to the new bridge or a separate bridge for grade
separated bike lane and costly additional right-of-way acquisition.
Cost Estimate: $75,807,600
6. Mass Transit Alternative - The length of the project area makes a mass
transit alternative infeasible. Mass transit from State Route 126 to Magic
Mountain Parkway will not provide enough of a benefit to justify the cost.
Cost Estimate: Not Estimated
V. SYSTEM PLANNING
The Old Road is designated as a major highway in the 2008 Preliminary Draft
Santa Clarita Valley Area Plan, and is projected to carry up to 54,000 ADT in
year 2030 within the project limits. Widening is consistent with the 2008
Preliminary Draft Santa Clarita Valley Area Plan. The proposed project is also
consistent with the Southern California Association of Governments' (SCAG)
Regional Comprehensive Plan and the Regional Transportation Plan.
VI. ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE
A Preliminary Environmental Studies (PES) Form, dated October 2006 and
prepared by Impact Sciences, has been approved by the California Department
of Transportation (Ca!trans) in January 2007. PES Forms are valid for three
years. On December 6, 2006 a "field walk" with Caltrans and County Officials
took place. Biological studies and technical reports as required by NEPA are
currently underway. The probable environmental document necessary to comply
with NEPA is an environmental assessment leading to a Finding of No Significant
Impact.
VII. DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Environmental Data Resources (EDR) prepared an aerial-corridor study for the
proposed project that included a search of available federal, state, and county
agency databases to identify and map government regulated properties having
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known recognized environmental conditions and potential environmental
concerns within the vicinity of the Area of Potential Effect (APE). The study
identified 143 properties within a one-mile radius of the project site. Most of these
properties were found in the governmental databases and identified in the study
because the properties are associated with land uses that use, generate,
transport, or dispose of hazardous materials. Among the 143 properties, 22
properties were listed in the Leaking Underground Storage Tank (LUST)
Information System, which contains an inventory of reported leaking underground
storage tank incidents. Most of the 22 properties are located a fair distance from
the APE and are closed cases. However, two unclosed LUST sites are located
directly adjacent to The Old Road.
The Old Road and surrounding areas have historically been used for agricultural
purposes and given the roadway's proximity to Interstate 5 and State Route 126,
it is likely that soil containing pesticides, herbicides, and lead could be
encountered during the project's construction period.
A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment has been performed by RT Franian &
Associates a Registered Environmental Assessor (REA) and is referenced in the
Preliminary Environmental Study.
VIII. IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL OR PROPOSED SOURCES OF
FUNDING
LACDPW has submitted two (2) Highway Bridge Program (HBP) applications
One application is for the replacement of The Old Road Bridge over the Santa
Clara River in the amount of $19,317,676 including an 11.47% local match in the
amount of $2,215,737. The second Highway Bridge Program (HBP) application is
for The Old Road Bridge over the proposed Los Angeles County Multi-purpose
Regional River Trail. The total amount for the application is $8,747,635 including
an 11,47% local match in the amount of $1,003,353. No Highway Bridge
Program local matching funds are being requested through this MTA Call for
Projects application.
IX. PROJECT PROGRAMMING AND FUNDING
See Attachment A
X. PROJECT NOMINATION FACT SHEET — STIP
See Attachment B
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XI. AUTHORIZED STAFF SIGNATURES OR REGISTERED CALIFORNIA
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS STAMP
Date April 23, 2009
Prepared by
Aric Rodriguez
This Project Study Report Equivalent has been prepared under the direction of
the following registered civil engineer. The registered civil engineer attests to the
technical information contained herein and the engineering data upon which
recommendations, conclusions, and decisions are based.
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XII. RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the project be approved to construct The Old Road
widening as described in proposed Alternative 2 of this report. Alternative 2 is the
most cost effective and provides enhanced safety and increased capacity to
meet future traffic demands.
XIII. ATTACHMENTS
A) Project Funding - Financial Plan
B) STIP Fact Sheet
C) Approved Cost Estimate
D) Maps and Exhibits
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